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ABSTRACT 

The classification of document is required to extract relevant 

information from the huge set of documents. There are 

various traditional approaches which are being used 

satisfactorily, but even such approaches or techniques are not 

enough. These traditional approaches require training sets of 

pre-classified documents in order to train the classifier. These 

approaches mainly depend only on „bag of words‟, this 

representation used is unsatisfactory as it ignores possible 

relations between terms. When training set is not available, 

ontology provides us with knowledge that can be efficiently 

used for classification without using training sets. Ontology 

expresses information in the document form of hierarchical 

structure. For classifying the documents using ontology we 

need to define the class or the concepts to categorize the 

document. Here we use WordNet to capture the relations 

between the words. Also it is seen that WordNet alone is not 

sufficient to remove Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). So 

in our approach we use Lesk algorithm to deal with the WSD. 

In this paper, we implement the tool which disambiguates a 

keyword in the text file. This tool is actually a utility where 

the input will be a text file and the utility will process the 

input file to give the best sense for the most occurring 

keyword in the file. There are various modules for achieving 

this. This keyword is further used for mapping with concepts 

to create ontology. The ontology will have classes/concepts 

defined for all the files in the corpus. Our approach is 

leveraging the strengths of ontology, WordNet and Lesk 

Algorithm for improving text document classification. 

General Terms 

Ontology-based Text document classification, concepts, and 

keywords. 

Keywords 

Ontology, ontology-based text document classification, 

concepts, sense, WSD, WordNet, LESK algorithm.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Text document classification plays an important role in 

providing intuitive navigation and browsing mechanisms by 

organizing large sets of documents into a small number of 

meaningful clusters. The bag of words representation used for 

these clustering methods is often unsatisfactory as it ignores 

relationships between important terms that do not occur 

literally [1]. When training set is not available, an alternative 

approach must be available. Another approach must use the 

available knowledge such as named entities, relationships 

between them.  So, ontology provides us with such knowledge 

that can be efficiently used for classification without using 

training sets. Ontology expresses information in the document 

form of hierarchical structure. Ontology-based text document 

classification involves determining document features that 

represent the document most accurately and helps classify 

them into most appropriate categories. Ontology-based text 

document classification provide the conceptual instances 

within the ontology which have inherent semantics, and a 

close relationship with the class representatives of the 

classification scheme .Thus Ontology-based text document 

classification is a classification of documents using ontologies 

as category definition [2]. Ontology-based document 

classification provides [3]:  

 Classification based on knowledge from ontology 

 Classification that do not require training set 

 Use of semantic information for categorization 

 Explore role of semantic associations in text 

categorization 

 Incorporation of user interest (context) into 

categorization  

Ontology-based text document classification involves 

determining document features that represent the document 

most accurately and helps classify them into most appropriate 

categories. Ontology-based text document classification 

provides the conceptual instances within the ontology which 

have inherent semantics and a close relationship with the class 

representatives of the classification scheme [4]. In [5] they 

have proposed a general framework for text classification, 

which is applicable across different domains. But this 

approach does not deal with WSD. We are resolving this 

limitation in our approach. 

 

Here in this paper we create our ontology for classification of 

the text documents in the corpus. For this we use documents 

describing the company‟s profile. We created the corpus from 

Yahoo! Finance.  

 

As discussed earlier for making the classification more 

effective we implement the tool which disambiguates a 

keyword in the text file for our proposed system. This tool is 

actually a utility where the input will be a text file and the 

utility will gradually pre-process the input file to give the best 

sense for the most occurring keyword in the file. There are 

various modules for achieving this. The keyword is further 

used for mapping with concepts to create ontology. The 

ontology will have classes/concepts defined for all the files in 

the corpus. Figure 1 is our proposed system [6]. It has 

following modules: 
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1. Pre-processing module  

a. Filter  

b. Converting plurals to singulars 

c. Term/keyword formation 

2.  Word sense disambiguation (WSD) module and  

3.  Ontology module 

d. Mapping terms to concept 

e. Ontology formation 

 
Each module mentioned above have a significant role as these 

step by step forms the keyword and then disambiguates the 

keyword. 

In section 2 we elaborate the pre-processing module along 

with its sub-modules. In section 3 we discuss the WSD 

module followed by ontology module in section 4. In section 

5 we propose a plan to evaluate the classification process. 

Conclusion and future scope being discussed in the next 

successive sections 6 and 7 respectively. 

 

 

 

Fig 1: The Proposed System 

2. THE PRE-PROCESSING MODULE  
This is the first module. This is a very important module as 

this narrows our choices for disambiguating a keyword. In this 

module we use the WordNet [7] for converting the plurals and 

for forming the keywords. The sub-modules in this module 

will help us in disambiguating the keyword used in classifying 

the document.  As seen above first module has three sub-

modules:  

a) the filter sub-module; b) the converting plurals to 

singulars. sub-module; and  c) the term/keyword 

formation sub-module 

.  

 

Figure 2: Main frame of the tool 

This is what we have automated as our tool for WSD. Figure 

2 shows the main frame of our tool. We have taken the file 

NXST.txt as an input here. Various tabs have been provided to 

view the intermediate result of the process of WSD. It has a 

save file button to save these respective files for reference. We 

have discussed the three sub –modules in 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 

respectively. 

 

2.1 The Filter sub-module (a) 

It filters the file from the unwanted stuff, i.e., stop words. Stop 

words are the words which do not change their meaning, for 

example “a, and, but, how, or, and what”. Here the stop words 

are removed from the documents. The stop-words does not 

contribute in finding sense of the keyword so all stop words 

which are present in file are discarded from the file using stop 

words look up list. The output of this module is the filtered 

file and can be seen in the Filtered File tab.  

2.2 The Converting Plurals to Singulars 

sub-module (b) 
In this sub-module we partially stem the filtered file .i.e.; we 

convert the plurals to singulars. The plural word is reduced to 

its base form. The module is useful as it helps us to maintain 

the count of the keyword which this is required in the other 

module. For example in figure 3 there keywords converted to 

singular form.  In this module we use WordNet to check if the 

singular form of the reduced word is available in the 

dictionary.  
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Figure 3: keywords converted to singular form 

2.3 The Term/Keyword Formation sub-

module (c) 
A keyword or a term can be single word or multiple words 

[8]. The term/keyword formation module plays a very 

significant role in disambiguation. For example „station‟ has 

four sense/meaning in the WordNet and  „television‟ has three 

sense/meaning but when we combine these two words to form 

a single keyword „television station‟ it will have only one 

sense „station for the production and transmission of 

television broadcasts‟. As said again in this module we use 

WordNet to form the keywords by grouping the words.  We 

form the keywords by making pair with the neighbors and 

check if there exist a sense of the pair in the WordNet. The 

pseudo code is as below: 

formCombinationsLR()//left to right  

Create new ArrayList 

Initialise len to itms.length 

For cnt is 0, cnt is less than len, 

cnt increments by 1 

 Create new StringBuffer 

 For i is 0, i is less than cnt, 

i increments by 1 

  Call method sb.append 

with position i in itms plus "     " 

 EndFor 

 Call method list.add with 

sb.toString 

EndFor 

Return list 

 

formCombinationsRL()//right to left 

 

Create new ArrayList 

Initialise len to itms.length 

For cnt is 0, cnt is less than len, 

cnt increments by 1 

 Create new StringBuffer 

 For i is cnt, i is less than 

len, i increments by 1 

  Call method sb.append 

with position i in itms plus "     " 

 EndFor 

 Call method list.add with 

sb.toString 

EndFor 

Return list 

 

Figure 4 has the groups tab where the terms/keywords formed 

are displayed. For this input file the keywords formed are 

television stations, United States and viewing audiences. To 

differ these keywords we have surrounded them by “[[ ]]“ 

braces. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Groups tab displaying the terms/keywords 

formed 

 

3. THE WSD MODULE 
Once the keywords are formed the next step is to find the 

most occurring keyword in the file. If the file has a particular 

keyword occurring for maximum number of times it means 

that the file is related to that keyword. So before actually 

disambiguating the keyword we find the count of each 

keyword occurrences in the file. Our tool explicitly 

disambiguates the keyword with maximum count also a 

provision is made so that the user can ask to disambiguate 

another keyword with next highest count. This provision is 

made because sometimes the company‟s name itself may have 

the maximum count and this company name is not in the stop 

word list and is not filtered. So for our simplicity we can go 

through the count map and check the next keyword with 

maximum count. In this module again we have used the 

WordNet dictionary to find the best sense for our keyword 

using modified LESK algorithm [8]. The brief idea of 

modified LESK algorithm is given in [6].  The pseudo code is 

as below: 

getBestSense() 

Create new HashMap 

If word is equal to null 

 Return store 

EndIf 

TODO Implement the Code logic 

Set of Synset toset synN to 

getSynsets with neighbour 

If synW is equal to null 

 Return store 
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EndIf 

For (Synset syn1 : synW) 

 Initialise i to 0 

 For (Synset syn2 : synN) 

  I += getScore(syn1, 

syn2); 

  Display the msg; 

 EndFor 

 Call method store.put with 

syn1.getDefinition 

EndFor 

Return store 

getScore()// for syn1 and syn2 

Initialise score to 0 

Initialise synDef to 

syn2.getDefinition 

Create new StringTokenizer 

While st.hasMoreTokens 

 Initialise tmp to st.nextToken 

 If RoughDict.getInstance 

  continue; 

 EndIf 

 If synDef.contains with 

tmp.toLowerCase 

  Score += 1; 

 EndIf 

EndWhile 

For (String tmp : 

syn1.getWordForms()) 

  If synDef.contains with 

tmp.toLowerCase 

  Score += 1; 

 EndIf 

EndFor 

Return score 

 

 

Figure 5: Count map of the keywords 

In figure 5 we have the count map which displays the count of 

keywords. For the file NXST.txt we have   broadcasting, 

digital and services as keywords with max count as 3.  The 

tool takes the keyword with max count value and 

disambiguates it. 

 

Figure 6: Disambiguation of keywords. 

The file has three keywords with max count and out of these 

three the tool has selected the broadcasting keyword as it the 

first of all. It is shown in figure 6.Also we have a provision to 

calculate the sense of the other keywords. 

 

4. THE ONTOLOGY FORMATION 

MODULE 
This is the actual module where we define the classes for our 

text documents (the keywords are also called as concepts just 

to avoid confusion between the keywords from our tool and 

keywords from OntoGen we call them as concepts). From the 

previous term/keyword formation module we take reference 

here. 

4.1 The Mapping Terms to Concept sub-

module (d) 
 In sub-module mapping terms to concept we implicitly map 

the terms/keywords from (c) with the concepts suggested by 

the ontology editor „OntoGen‟. OntoGen is a semi automatic 

ontology editor where we can give our inputs when creating 

ontology and this is called semi-automated creation of 

ontology in OntoGen [9]. It is where we actually map the 

keywords generated from our tool to the concepts suggested 

by OntoGen. 

4.2 The Ontology Formation sub-module 

(e) 
In ontology formation sub-module we then finally create our 

ontology using the concepts in the previous module. The 

figure 7 shows our ontology for the company corpus. The 

corpus has 31 text documents collected from YAHOO! 

FINANCE [10].  The left side of the figure shows the 

hierarchical structure of the ontology and the left down part 

concept properties shows the details of the class or the 

concept mapped for ontology formation also in this part we 

can ask query to add the file in that concept required for 

mapping. The right part shows the ontology visualization 

where root is the root class by default and the actual classes 

are connected to it by an incoming arrow also showing their 

relation type to the root class as Sub Concept of. Another 

important part is concept’s document this is shown in figure 8.   
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It has the sim graph i.e. the similarity graph. This graph 

indicates how closely the file is related to the class/concept. 

The red dots indicate the files of the concept which is selected 

in the concept section and the blue dots are the other files. 

Here we selected the „gas, energy, oil‟ concept and all the 

files under this concept are checked in the document section. 

In this case the files „qre.txt‟,‟cjes.txt‟,‟sempra.txt‟ and 

‟nee.txt‟ are checked. The sim graph is generated at the 

bottom of document section. The suggestions under concept’s 

properties allow us to ask query and then add the file to the 

most related concept. This is the semi-automated creation of 

the ontology. We also plan to create another fully automated 

ontology for our corpus and where we skip WSD process. The 

ontology will be fully automated because we will not ask the 

query to do any mapping rather will take the ontology 

generated as it. This ontology will be just for comparison 

purpose. 

 

 

Figure 7: Ontology of the proposed system created in OntoGen 

 

Figure 8: Query and Concept’s document of the ontology along with the sim graph 

 

 

5. EVALUATION OF ONTOLOGY 

As discussed in section 4 we propose to have two ontologies 

with us one with WSD (shown in figure 7) and the other will 

be without WSD.  For evaluating these ontologies for 

classification we plan to use such a  tool where we can get the 

results in terms of Precision, Recall, F-Measure. These are the 

metrics for accuracy. We propose to create the arff files for 

this classification [11]. These arff files will be treated as the 

main source for calculating the accuracy of the classification 

process.  

6. CONCLUSION 
In our proposed system we have used all the non-traditional 

tools and technologies to achieve the classification of text 

documents. And expect it to be a  good approach to do the 

classification. The heart of the system is the WSD module 

which has helped to overcome the disambibuation. This is 
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done by using modified LESK algorithm and WordNet. 

WordNet has made possible the keyword formation as well as 

the WSD module. To incorporate WordNet in our system we 

used JAWS [12] which is a very efficient interface for 

accessing WordNet in java applications.  The ontology editor 

OntoGen proved to be very helpful as it provides semi-

automated creation of ontology and due to which we could 

apply dismbiguation at this level. About six concepts were 

created for the ontology by this strategy for our corpus. We 

expect more accuracy for this classification. 

7. FUTURE SCOPE 
The main aim was to find the effect of having created the 

semi-automated ontology by eleminating disambiguation. In 

this case we have considered only one class for each 

document. The document can be classified in other concept as 

well. The ontology can be created by taking care of this and 

the results can be seen for accuracy. Also the ontology is 

single level hierarchy, sometimes there can exist more level of 

concepts giving rise to sub-concepts of the concept. Another 

thing can be done for evaluation process. Evaluation of the 

classification is comsuming more time as we need the arff 

file, to reduce time for evaluation creating arff files can be 

automated. 
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